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The Universal Book of Mathematics: From Abracadabra to Zeno's ParadoxesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
What makes a number weird, and why, as far as anyone can tell, aren’t weird numbers odd?  What do monsters, moonshine, and 24-dimensional oranges have in common?  Why couldn’t Sam Loyd get a patent for his famous fifteen puzzle? What is the significance of the statement "the smallest number not nameable in under ten words"?...
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Programming 32-bit Microcontrollers in C: Exploring the PIC32 (Embedded Technology)Newnes, 2008
The FIRST book on Microchip's latest and greatest 32-bit architecture: the PIC32 written by a true Microchip insider!     

       *Just months after the introduction of the new generation of 32-bit PIC microcontrollers, a Microchip insider and acclaimed author takes you by hand at the exploration of the PIC32

*Free CD-ROM...
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ABAP Performance TuningSAP Press, 2009

	This book is your guide for analyzing and optimizing ABAP source code (ABAP/4 and ABAP Objects). You’ll learn about the analysis tools and performance-relevant technologies, and you’ll discover how you can analyze existing source code and enhance your programming style. This is the resource you need to ensure that your ABAP...
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Data Management and Query Processing in Semantic Web DatabasesSpringer, 2011

	The Semantic Web, which is intended to establish a machine-understandable Web, is currently changing from being an emerging trend to a technology used in complex real-world applications. A number of standards and techniques have been developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), e.g., the Resource Description Framework (RDF), which...
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High Performance Datacenter Networks: Architectures, Algorithms, & Opportunities (Synthesis Lectures on Computer Architecture)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011

	Datacenter networks provide the communication substrate for large parallel computer systems that form the ecosystem for high performance computing (HPC) systems and modern Internet applications. The design of new datacenter networks is motivated by an array of applications ranging from communication intensive climatology, complex material...
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JBoss Administration and Development, Second EditionSams Publishing, 2002
The primary focus of this book is the presentation of the standard JBoss 3.0.3 architecture components from both the perspective of their configuration and architecture. As a user of a standard JBoss distribution you will be given an understanding of how to configure the standard components.

As a JBoss developer, you will be given a good...
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Tcl and Tk Programming for the Absolute BeginnerCourse Technology PTR, 2007
Tcl/Tk is enjoying a resurgence of popularity and interest in the computing community due to the fact that it is relatively easy to learn, powerful, fast, permits rapid development, and runs on all computing platforms. Until now, there has not been a guide book available that teaches Tcl/Tk to those with little or no programming experience....
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PostgreSQL 10 High Performance: Expert techniques for query optimization, high availability, and efficient database maintenancePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of PostgreSQL 10 to design, administer and maintain a high-performance database solution

	
		Key Features

		
			Obtain optimal PostgreSQL 10 database performance, ranging from initial design to routine maintenance
	
			Fine tune the performance of your queries and...
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Peoplesoft V8 on Zseries Using Sysplex Data Sharing And Enterprise Storage SystemsIBM Press, 2004
This text describes the implementation of PeopleSoft Version 8.4 on a zSeries Parallel Sysplex data sharing environment. It discusses the benefits of running PeopleSoft in a sysplex with data sharing.

This IBM Redbook describes the implementation of PeopleSoft Version 8.4 on a zSeries Parallel Sysplex data sharing environment. It...
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Transactional Memory (Synthesis Lectures on Computer Architecture)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
The advent of multicore processors has renewed interest in the idea of incorporating transactions into the programming model used to write parallel programs. This approach, known as transactional memory, offers an alternative, and hopefully better, way to coordinate concurrent threads. The ACI (atomicity, consistency, isolation) properties of...
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A Primer on Scientific Programming with Python (Texts in Computational Science and Engineering)Springer, 2011

	The aim of this book is to teach computer programming using examples from mathematics and the natural sciences. We have chosen to use the Python programming language because it combines remarkable power with very clean, simple, and compact syntax. Python is easy to learn and very well suited for an introduction to computer programming. Python...
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Building an e-Commerce Application with MEANPackt Publishing, 2015

	Develop an end-to-end, real-time e-commerce application using the MEAN stack


	About This Book

	
		Build all the main components of an e-commerce website and extend its high-quality features as per your needs
	
		Get to grips with the full-stack JavaScript to build attractive e-commerce sites and...
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